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Organic molecular assemblies that can conduct both electrons and protons are attractive materials as they have important applications. Here we show the synthesis and characterization of two three-dimensional conducting framework organic salt (CFOS) single crystals that can both conduct electrons and protons, one of which is the first example of a salt organic network that contains a 3D super stacked π-conjugated network. We show that the resulting self-assembled crystalline structure can direct the CFOS to optimized electron or proton conduction through the change of a single carbon atom to a silicon atom, highlighting the potential for targeted design through fine control of the self-assembly process. Furthermore, the electron and proton conduction properties of the CFOS materials are highly dependent upon the crystallographic direction and are examples of purely organic anisotropic conductors. We find that electronic conduction occurs through the 3D super stacked π-conjugated network pathways whereas the proton conduction occurs via a novel combination of Grotthuss and vehicular diffusion.

Introduction

Materials formed from organic networks are essential components of devices with varied applications, including as organic electronics and fuel cells.1,2 Conducting framework organic salts (CFOSs) constructed through non-covalent interactions such as π-π interactions and salt bridges (including hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions) are a new and interesting subset of these materials.3 They are structurally diverse leading to great potential for a wide range of properties. They also have structural flexibility that can lead to uniquely properties such as dynamic and responsive guest uptake behaviors.4a This structural responsiveness facilitates the use of materials for applications such as sensors and memory devices.4b Charge transport, whether electronic or proton, in purely organic materials such as conjugated polymers relies upon chemical functionality, including π-conjugation or acidic functionality, to create extended charge transport mechanisms.5 However these advanced organic materials are increasingly complex and their multi-step synthesis is often costly.5

Organic salts have shown semiconducting6a and proton conducting properties6b, but are more commonly found to contain metal ions.7 The electrical conductivity of these materials arises from a combination of a small gap (<1.5 eV) between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and strong π-conjugation8a through a network, that can arise from direct covalent bonding or through π-π stacking between molecular units of different nets. Proton conduction occurs via two distinct design strategies, either by incorporation of water molecules within pore structure that can act as a charge carrier using a vehicular mechanism, or by inclusion of proton transfer agents such as acidic functionality that can transport protons via a Grotthuss mechanism.8b A challenge for materials scientists is to combine the ability to conduct protons and electrons into the same material as these properties often have competing structural requirements, for example void space to allow proton diffusion vs dense networks to allow efficient conduction of electrons. The design principle that we have taken here is to include phenyl-ring moieties that enable π-π stacking, and therefore potential electron conduction routes, combined with hydrogen bonding motifs in a 3D tecton to direct inefficient packing, and thereby introducing void space within which proton diffusion may occur.

Here, we presented two CFOS materials that were based around a central 3-D tecton, CFOS-1 and CFOS-2 that were electronic and proton conducting. The CFOS materials were generated via self-assembly of the molecular tectons, shown in
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Figure 1A, by simple drop-wise addition and crystallization to form white needle like crystals. This simple and robust process provided a cheap, scalable and highly processable method of synthesis. The crystals synthesized were large enough for single crystal electron conductivity measurement by DC impedance spectra and proton conductivity measurement by AC impedance spectra.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Characterization. For the CFOS systems we used a tetrahedron-based unit, (Tecton A) combined with a linking bridge, which in both cases was terephthalimidamide (Tecton B). For CFOS-1 tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)methane (Tecton A-1) was used, and for CFOS-2 tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)silane (Tecton A-2) was used. The full synthetic procedure was outlined in Materials and Methods section of the supporting information. The crystal structures were resolved by single crystal X-ray diffraction and shown in Figure 1. For the crystal structures formed, two distinct forms of network bonding were observed (Figure 2): (i) π-π stacking and (ii) charge-assisted H-bonding. For CFOS-1, a diamondoid network was formed through charge-assisted hydrogen bonding between Tecton A-1 and B, forming an eight-member ring-system synthon, $R_2^2(8)$, shown in Figure 1B. This linking synthon has been utilized for other super molecular assembled network materials.4b, 9 The crystal structure was formed through a ten-fold network interpenetration of the diamondoid nets, shown in Figure 1D and S8. Alternate π-π stacking between the phenyl rings of each Tecton A-1 and Tecton B led to a 3-D super stacked π-conjugated network between the interpenetrated nets. As shown in Figure 1C, 1E and S9, for CFOS-2, a diamondoid net was formed through charge-assisted hydrogen bonding of two linking water molecules between Tecton A-2s. Tecton B occupied space between the diamondoid net to fill space efficiently and maximize the electrostatic and π-π stacking interactions. A similar π-π stacking motif to CFOS-1 was found with π-π stacking of the phenyl rings of each Tecton A-2 and Tecton B (Figure S9).

In CFOS-1, Tecton A-1 forms charge assisted H-bonds directly with Tecton B. Whereas in CFOS-2, the H-bonded network from Tecton A-2 to Tecton B is mediated by charge assisted H-bonding to water molecules, with the two hydrogen atoms in the water H-bonded to Tecton A-2 and Tecton B respectively. The only atomic difference between Tecton A-1 and Tecton A-2 is that the central carbon is replaced by a silicon atom. To assess the difference that this change makes, DFT calculations of the respective tecton ion structures were undertaken. Tecton A-2 is slightly bigger than Tecton A-1 with the node to oxygen distance being 6.99 Å and 6.52 Å respectively. This is due to the increased size of the silicon atom and the resultant larger C-Si bond. Mulliken charge distribution, determined during the DFT calculations of the structure, provides information about the transfer of electronic charge between atoms and the charge distribution within the tecton.10 The Mulliken charge assignments show that the carbon node has a greater positive charge at 2.496 than the silicon node at 2.016. Further differences can be seen in the charge distribution within the carboxylate groups. In Tecton A-1 the charge is spread equally with each oxygen atom having a charge of -0.516. Whereas in Tecton A-2, one oxygen within each carboxylate group has a charge of -0.516 and the other has a charge of -0.521. This results in the carboxylate groups of CFOS-2 being slightly more negative with a charge of -1.037 compared to the carboxylate charge of -1.032 in CFOS-1. Whilst these differences are very small, they can have a profound difference on the balance of packing efficiency and charge interactions in a crystalline salt structure.

A 1-D void channel filled with water molecules can be observed in both CFOS-1 and CFOS-2 (Figure 1D and 1E). For CFOS-1, the 1-D void channel was formed along the c-axis direction of the CFOS-1 cell. The occupying water molecules formed a hydrogen bonded $5^{10}6^5$ polyhedra cage, shown in Figure S10. Hydrogen atoms of the water molecules either point along the vertices or out towards the CFOS-1 framework. The hydrogen atoms pointing along the vertices can occupy positions that point to either neighboring oxygen atoms equally with 50:50 occupation of each possible position. The Bernal-Fowler ice rules provides a set of principles to describe the arrangement of the water atoms and molecules to form the networked crystal structure of ice. It states that each oxygen atom in a water molecule must be covalently bonded to two hydrogen atoms and hydrogen bonded to two further hydrogen atoms, meaning that there is one hydrogen atom between every oxygen atom linking the water molecules together to form the ice structure.11 Following these rules, the hydrogen atom configuration can be rationalized to form the $5^{10}6^5$ polyhedra cage with hydrogen atoms in either configuration. The water cage is similar in dimension and shape to common clathrate hydrate...
The water molecules at the center of the cage were hydrogen bonded to adjacent carboxylate oxygen. The upper and lower 6-membered rings of the cage were pinned within the 1-D channel by additional hydrogen bonded water molecules that were hydrogen bonded to the CFOs-1 network carboxylate groups in an anti position to the R$_2^2$(8) ring. These pinning and cage water molecules occupied two positions equally—a position pointing upwards, and therefore the lower part of a cage above, or downwards, and therefore the upper part of a cage below. Occupying either position resulted in formation of a partial respective alternative cage. It is not possible to rationalize the structure without this partial cage formation. We therefore suggest that these pinning and cage water molecules alternate between these upper and lower positions resulting in transient cage—partial cage formation. For CFOs-2, the 1-D void channel was formed in the c-axis direction. Water molecules were localized at the edge of the 1-D channel with each water molecule being hydrogen bonded to adjacent carboxylic acid and amidine groups of Tecton A-2 and Tecton B. Further water molecules were hydrogen bonded to either a Tecton A-2 or a Tecton B.

To assess the relative void space that the water molecules occupy in each system, the theoretical surface areas of the CFOs were determined after removing the water molecules in the frameworks by using a probe radius of 1.82 Å. CFOs-1 has a calculated Connolly surface area of 2065 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, while the Connolly surface area of CFOs-2 is calculated to be 1044 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$. The surface area of CFOs-1 is larger than for CFOs-2, reflecting the larger void volume that CFOs-1 has in order to accommodate the greater number of water molecules, 25.97 wt.% compared to 20.51 wt.% for CFOs-1 and CFOs-2. For CFOs-1 and CFOs-2, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showed 11.2 wt.% and 11.7 wt.% loss in mass between 50 and 150°C respectively, shown in Figure S2. This did not match the crystallographically determined water content of 25.97 wt.% and 20.51 wt.% for CFOs-1 and CFOs-2 respectively. We can assign the remaining water mass to water molecules that were bound directly to the CFOs framework (circled in green in Figure S11). A further decrease in mass at 245°C (24.7 wt.%) and 232°C (19.1 wt.%) for CFOs-1 and CFOs-2 respectively can be assigned to the loss of these more strongly bound water molecules.

The morphology of CFOs were explored by optical microscopy. Both of the CFOs had a needle like morphology (Figure S4). The large single crystals of CFOs were picked up for the measurement and the size of cross-section of CFOs-1 and CFOs-2 were of 29 × 32 μm and 18 × 17 μm, respectively.

**Electron conduction of CFOs (single crystal).** Measurements of electrical conductance data were presented in Figure 3 and summarized in Table S2. For CFOs-1, an electrical resistivity, $\rho = 2.03 \times 10^3$ Ω cm (333 K) was found only along the crystal c-axis, giving a conductance, $\sigma = 4.93 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ (333 K). No conductance was observed along the a- and b- axes. For CFOs-2 a larger electrical resistivity of $\rho = 1.60 \times 10^4$ Ω cm (323 K) was found giving a conductance of $\sigma = 6.25 \times 10^{-5}$ S cm$^{-1}$ (323 K). In Figure 3, the I/V plots of CFOs-1 and CFOs-2 were compared as a function of temperature between 273 and 373 K. CFOs-1 and CFO-2 exhibited semiconductor like conductivity dependence with temperature shown in Figure 3C. A similar resistivity and conductance was found for a self-assembly of an acid functionalised tetraphenylethylene derivative and a bis(pyridine), 1,4-BPE, of $\rho = 3.6$ Ω cm and $\sigma = 0.28$ S cm$^{-1}$. Since typical conductivities of purely organic semiconducting materials are $\sigma = 10^5$ S cm$^{-1}$, these values are comparable with the best established purely organic semiconductors, including non-doped polyacene and thiophene based organic semiconductors.

**Computation for electron conduction.** To rationalize the conduction properties of CFOs-1 and CFOs-2, ab-initio calculations were performed using the SIESTA implementation of density functional theory (DFT) (see part 9 in SI for details). The total energy of each system was minimized by fully relaxing the unit cell and from this lowest-energy state we computed the total electronic density of states (DOS) and partial density of states (PDOS) for each atomic species of the CFOs-1 crystal structure. The DOS ($g(E)dE$) is the number of one-electron levels between energies E and dE whereas the PDOS ($g(u,E)dE$) is the number of one-electron levels with weight on a defined orbital u between energies E and dE. These are related by $g(E) = \sum_u g(u,E)$. The results were shown in Figure S12, which reveals that for CFOs-1, the PDOS for carbon dominated and the LUMO peak at ~2.3 eV was a combination of nitrogen and carbon states, whereas the LUMO+1 peak at ~2.5 eV was due to carbon and oxygen. Furthermore the LUMO+2 had three peaks between 3.0 and 4.0 eV, where the first peak was composed of carbon and oxygen states, the second of carbon and the third of carbon and nitrogen. The HOMO at ~0.75 eV was dominated by carbon orbitals. These results suggested that the conduction pathway is primarily due to π-π stacking. The finite widths of the mini-bands associated with the HOMO-1 and LUMO+2 peaks indicated that they mediate electronic conductance in those directions, whereas in the x and the y direction the mini-bands were very nearly flat indicating that in these directions there will be negligible electron transport.
Figure S14 showed that the HOMO -1 to LUMO band gap is 2.82 eV for CFOS-1, there is a mini-gap between the LUMO and LUMO+1 of 0.25 eV and a mini-gap between the LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 of 0.42 eV. Assessment of the CFOS-1 crystal structure revealed three potential pathways within the cell. These correspond to (i) Green pathway – Tecton A-1 and Tecton B linked directly through the charge assisted hydrogen bonds, (ii) Orange pathway – Tecton A-1 and Tecton B linked via π-π stacking, and (iii) Pink pathway – Tecton A-1 and Tecton B linked through combination of charge assisted hydrogen bonding and π-π stacking. The pathways are shown in Figure 3D. To reinforce the theoretical prediction of the existence of conductance pathways demonstrated by the finite bandwidth of mini bands, the real part of the electronic wavefunctions can be represented as isosurfaces mapped onto the atomic sites. The isosurfaces of the HOMO-1 was dominated by Tecton A-1, the LUMO by Tecton B, and the LUMO+1 by Tecton A-1. None of these demonstrated a viable pathway either through π-π stacking or hydrogen bonding. The isosurface of the LUMO+2 was a combination of Tecton A-1 and Tecton B and was shown in Figure S15. The electron density in Figure S15 added to the evidence for conduction through the orange π-π stacking path.

These calculations showed large differences in the band gap for each of the respective pathways available, which rationalized the experimentally measured dependence of electronic conduction on the orientation of the crystal. Clearly as water is an integral component of the crystal structure there is no necessity to dry the sample. It should be noted that for the entire family of porous materials, π-conjugated networks are always found in 2D systems like 2D-MOFs, 2D-COFs, 2D-CMPs, etc., CFOS-1 provides a unique organic salt network of 3D super stacked π-conjugated network, combining an interesting semi-conductivity with a 3D network.

For CFOS-2, a similar pathway to the orange pathway was found within the crystal structure with a similar π-π stacking motif between Tecton A-2 and Tecton B. For CFOS-2, the distance between the phenyl rings of the π-π stacks was slightly larger at 4.29 Å compared to 4.25 Å for CFOS-1. Also, Tecton B in CFOS-2 was rotated by approximately 45° compared to Tecton B in CFOS-1 (Figure S7). Furthermore, Figure S14 showed that the HOMO to LUMO band gap is 3.30 eV for CFOS-2 which is larger than that of CFOS-1. Therefore, combined with the larger π-π stacking distance, this rationalizes the lower conductivity observed for CFOS-2.

The plot of current versus temperature for CFOS-1 and CFOS-2, Figure 3C, showed that a maximum in the current occurs at 333 K for CFOS-1 and at 323 K for CFOS-2. This is consistent with semiconducting behavior, where promotion of electrons from the HOMO to the LUMO levels increases with temperature. We suggested that the decrease in current at higher temperature is due to thermal motion of the network, which reduces the connectivity and overlap of the connecting π-π stacks. To assess the influence of temperature on the distance between the π-π stacked phenyl rings and charge-assisted hydrogen bonds, we ran Carr Parinello molecular dynamic simulations (CPMD) at 298 K and at 398 K for CFOS-1. The pair distribution function (PDF) for C-C of the π-π stacking phenyl rings in Tecton A-1 and Tecton B were calculated for each temperature, shown in Figure S16. We saw that at higher temperatures, the PDF was expanded to include larger distances showing that the distances with the maximum distance measured increasing from 4.4 Å to 4.5 Å. Small increases in the π-π stacking distance will dramatically reduce the orbital overlap and hence connectivity of the electron conduction pathway.

**Proton conduction of CFOSs (powder).** The polar channels of CFOSs and the water molecules in the channels facilitate proton conduction which motive us to explore the proton conduction performance of CFOSs. The proton conductivity of the crystalline powder sample was measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Figure 4. Nyquist plots and fitted curves of single crystals of (A) CFOS-1 and (B) CFOS-2.

![Proton transfer in CFOS-1](image)
spectroscopy (EIS) in the form of pellets. Time-dependent proton conductivity measurements were performed to investigate the influence of time on proton conduction. The proton conductivity of CFOSSs gradually increased with the increase of time which can be attributed to the increased water concentration. It is demonstrated that the concentration of proton carrier plays a vital role on proton conductivity. After 24 h, the proton conductivity of CFOSSs slightly increased indicating that water sorption almost reached an equilibrium until a maximum was reached at 48 h (Figure S17 and S18). Temperature-dependent proton conductivity measurements were performed from 298 K to 323 K under high humidity conditions. Typical Nyquist plots with semi-circle in the high-frequency region and tail in the low-frequency region were observed (Figure S19 and S20). At 298 K and 98% RH, the proton conductivities of CFOSS-1 (powder sample) and CFOSS-2 (powder sample) were found to be $2.6 \times 10^{-6}$ S cm$^{-1}$ and $4.4 \times 10^{-6}$ S cm$^{-1}$, respectively. With the increase of temperature, the resistance of CFOSSs were decreased. When the temperature was evaluated to 323 K, the proton conductivities reached to $1.9 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ and $2.2 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ for CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2, which are moderate values in crystalline organic materials. Under anhydrous condition, CFOSSs did not exhibit obvious proton conduction behavior which demonstrated the importance of water molecules in proton conduction (Figure S23 and S24). After the EIS measurements, the PXRD patterns of CFOSSs powders showed no significant changes which indicated that the structure of the CFOSSs were still retained (Figure S25 and S26). Intriguingly, as shown in Figure S25, partial CFOSS-1 exhibited amorphous after grinding which can be attributed to the losing of water molecules in the channels. During the EIS measurement under high humidity, the crystallinity of CFOSS-1 could be recovered by adsorbing water molecules. Therefore, CFOSS-1 showed a better PXRD pattern after EIS measurement.

**Proton conduction of CFOSSs (single crystal).** The anisotropy of electron conduction inspired us to explore the proton conduction performance of CFOSSs in the form of single crystals. To gain insight of the proton conduction behavior in different direction, single-crystal conductivity measurements were performed at 298 K and 98% RH. Interestingly, at 298 K and 98% RH, the proton conductivities of the single crystals of CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2 can reach as high as $1.4 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$ and $8.6 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, Figure 4, which are four orders of magnitude higher than CFOSS-1 measured with pellet and three orders of magnitude higher than CFOSS-2 measured with pellet at the same condition. It can be attributed to the disappearance of the grain boundary resistance and the effective proton transport along the channels. These values are comparable to the highest proton conductivity reported to date, if not greater than the values of single crystals, e.g. $[\text{Zn(H}_{2}\text{PO}_{4})_{2}[(\text{TzH})_{2}]](1.1 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 403 K, 0% RH),$ \text{CPM-102}(1.1 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 295.5 K, 98.5% RH),$ \text{CB}[6](1.1 \text{HCl-11.3H}_{2}\text{O}(2.4 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 298 K, 98% RH),$ and also comparable to the values reported for some crystalline organic materials measured with pellets including $[\text{CP}-2(2.2 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 333 K, 98% RH),$ $21$ and also comparable to the values reported for some crystalline organic materials measured with pellets including $[\text{CP}-2(2.2 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 333 K, 98% RH),$ $21$ and also comparable to the values reported for some crystalline organic materials measured with pellets including $[\text{CP}-2(2.2 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 333 K, 98% RH),$ $21$ and also comparable to the values reported for some crystalline organic materials measured with pellets including $[\text{CP}-2(2.2 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 333 K, 98% RH),$ $21$ and also comparable to the values reported for some crystalline organic materials measured with pellets including $[\text{CP}-2(2.2 \times 10^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$, 333 K, 98% RH).$ $21$ The proton transport mechanism within CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2 is an interesting question. According to temperature-dependent proton conductivity measurements, the Arrhenius plots of CFOSSs were obtained and linearly approximated well (Figure S21 and S22). The activation energy ($E_a$) was estimated as 1.60 eV and 1.36 eV for CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2, respectively. These values are higher than 0.4 eV, which is typically associated with a vehicular conduction mechanism. This implies that the proton transport occurs with water molecules as carriers rather than via the Grothuss mechanism. Assessing the structure of the water molecules within the CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2 structure, there is a well-defined hydrogen-bonded network and so it is not clear why the Grothuss mechanism is not adopted. Furthermore, Figure S27A showed the Connolly surface of CFOSS-1 with non-connected voids when the channel water is present. A fully connected void space was available with the channel water removed. For CFOSS-2, no Connolly surface was available if the channels were filled with water, but a connected void space was available when the channel water was removed. (Figure S27B). This indicated that direct vehicular diffusion of a hydronium ion would not be possible.

**Computation for proton conduction.** To assess the proton diffusion further we ran Carr Parinello molecular dynamic simulations (CPMD) of the CFOSS-1 system with one water molecule in the water cage protonated to give a hydronium ion. The system quickly rearranged so that a neighboring water molecule was protonated and then again so that the P0xygen of the carboxylate was protonated. This rearrangement occurred via a typical Grothuss mechanism (Figure 5A). The same result occurred if two water molecules in neighboring channels were protonated. However, if two water molecules in the same channel were protonated then the crystal structure broke down after two carboxylate groups were protonated. This suggested that proton diffusion via the Grothuss mechanism is possible but that the protons are rapidly bound to the carboxylate groups. It is possible that the increased activation energy is due to having to remove the protons from the carboxylate groups leading to a high barrier Grothuss mechanism. The energetic barrier to removing a proton from the carboxylate of Tecton A-1 and Tecton A-2 was determined using DFT, shown in Figure S29. In both cases, an energetic barrier of ~0.45 eV was determined, within the expected values for a Grothuss type transfer mechanism. However, for both CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2 it is energetically favorable by ~0.05 eV for the proton to exist within a carboxylic acid group than within a hydronium ion. We therefore concluded that the carboxylate acts as a sink for proton transfer via the Grothuss mechanism, preventing direct diffusion along the channel via this mechanism. To assess the potential for vehicular diffusion, the diffusion of a proton via a hydronium ion was determined using classical molecular dynamics. For CFOSS-1 and CFOSS-2, one water molecule in each channel was protonated and its diffusion monitored for the duration of the simulation. For CFOSS-1 we saw that the hydronium ion remained in the non-connected void for 0.02 ns and then was able to move into a neighboring void, shown in Figure 5B. There were five water molecules that were situated at the top of the water cage that in the static crystal structure blocked the connection of the voids within each water cage. Figure S30 showed...
that these water molecules were able to move from their crystal positions and that the hydronium ion was able to take advantage of a brief moment when the water molecules were far enough apart that the cage voids become connected and the hydronium can pass through to the neighboring cage. Whereas the hydronium in the CFOS-2 system was able to steadily diffuse along the channel, enabled by the diffusion of the adjacent water molecules of the channel, shown in Figure S31. As the vehicular diffusion of the hydronium ion in each case is dependent upon the motion of adjacent water molecules, we expect that as the temperature is increased the water molecules will have increased motion and therefore the hydronium ions will be able to diffuse more easily. We can therefore concluded that proton diffusion occurs via two mechanisms: (i) the Grotthuss mechanism where the proton is in an equilibrium between the carboxylate and the channel water, and (ii) vehicular diffusion that occurs when the proton is in a channel hydronium, shown in Figure 5C. This finding contradicts the common belief that 0.4 ev is not a threshold to determine the mechanism of proton conductivity. Overall diffusion towards an anode occurs via the vehicular diffusion and is dependent upon the motion of the other channel water molecules. At low temperature, the water molecules do not move enough to allow the hydronium ions to diffuse. As the temperature is increased, the motion of these water molecules increases and thus allows diffusion of the hydronium ion by a vehicular mechanism. We postulate that as CFOS-2 has fewer water molecules within its void space compared to CFOS-1, the temperature at which diffusion of the water molecules allows hydronium ion diffusion is lower and therefore the activation energy is lower.

It is worth noting that CFOS-1 has an optimized charge transport compared to CFOS-2. These differences are a direct result of the respective crystal structures of CFOS-1 and CFOS-2 which in turn are a direct result of the change in chemical structure of Tecton A-1 and A-2. Tecton A-1 (CFOS-1) has a carbon core whereas Tecton A-2 has a silicon core. This small chemical change has a dramatic effect on the resulting self-assembled crystal structures. This indicates that there is great potential for further tailoring of the resultant properties by exploring the chemical diversity that is available.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have synthesized a new series of conducting framework organic salt materials, which exhibit electron conductivity and proton conductivity. Electron and proton conductivity of CFOSs are controlled by a minor change of one atom in the tecton build units. This change directs the packing and thereby controls the self-assembled crystal structure and hence directing the electron and proton conduction properties. This opens up the potential for the discovery of new conducting organic materials with tunable structures for specific applications realized through fine control of the self-assembled crystal structure.
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